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ABSTRACf: Addis Ababa Observatory (AAE) geomagnetic data 
analysed over the time-span 1958-1998 show that the annual mean 
values the mtensity have decreased since 1965 from 36186 nT to 35950 
nT at non-linear regression rate of 8-9 nT per year. Djl'ectional changes 
in the Earth's magnetic field that could be associated with southward 
<md didil:§ the dip equator are observed. On plotting the 
seculax' trends of·the Z and D components, variation in the H-
C01npon~e:nt of Addis Ababa shows a near-sinusoidal qdicity of about 

lne residual Z <md D curves, obtained after removing 
been examined. horizontal component H has 
ps£~ua.O-J)erJIOalClty that would be considered to 

Comparison of 
1958-2000 show that 

excellent estimation of the f~eomagnetic Z and D 
HCCy".'VAL/ while it always underestimated the value of 

may be due the fact that the representative 
3tation being Ii dip station, it is under the influence of the 

..... ,.vu.,," electrojet /llnd other solar activity effects. The comparison 
particular supports the existence of a relatively small magl1.etic 

ilillomaly in the as implied by the IGRF data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many attempts have been made to characterise the behaviour of the earth's 
magnetic field since the first quantitative records of the 16th Century. 
Information covering this behaviour can be found with the help of three 
types of data, namely historical, archaeomagnetic and paleomagnetic 
records. The first consists of direct geomagnetic field measurements and 
cover several centuries spanned by observatory measurements while the last 
two sources are through indirect measurements of the ancient field from the 
magnetised imprint left in human artefact or ancient rocks. 


























